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ABSTRACT

Over time wooden and metal objects, such as utility poles, construction lumber, parts
from cars, trucks, farm equipment, and heavy machinery, and even an old abandoned car, have
become unserviceable and discarded. Lying useless until discovered by the creative explorer,
they are reclaimed and become precious raw materials in an artistic project.
This body of work is about our ability to pick up the pieces after a time of being at a low
point in life. It is about being uplifted by a companion, memory, or idea to a better state of mind
or place. The materials I choose for my sculptures reflect this low point and reference a cycle of
renewal.
One sculpture, Still Standing, made from an old barn door and metal I beam, suggests this
idea of renewal by the joining of fragile material with a strong base, implying that the strength of
one party will lift and support the weaker one. Action Man suggests man’s resilience in
overcoming life’s obstacles, as depicted by the linear/circle design (knocked sideways but still
standing.) The larger metal sculptures suggest strength and endurance. Metal, with its ability to
survive over time, and the larger scale of Ol’ Granddad, Workin’ Man, and An Honest Tune
enhance these ideas of strength and resilience. The grouping together of the simple upright
sculptures suggests a bond similar to that found in a family. Imagine each member of a family
supporting the others and uplifting each other in times of need.
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Although I am passionate about the art making process itself, the end result and what it
says are of primary importance. My goal is to have my work seen as an expression of possibility,
restoration and renewal.
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CHAPTER I
GENERAL ANALYSIS
As most artists do, I express in my work life as I see or feel it. My expressions might be
ones of joy or misery, anxiety or serenity, anger or cheerfulness. As with most artists, mood and
emotion motivate my decision making in my work. Whether it is the formation of an idea to be
expressed or the materials I select for my work I am often guided by my feelings.
I selected the raw materials for this project as symbols of various aspects of my growing
up in a rural environment: country living, farming operation, woodlands, lakes and river,
hunting, fishing, and camping. My work in reviving useless objects, objects that symbolize such
a rural environment, and making them once again worthwhile is a physical embodiment of my
concept of the promise of rebirth. Material things become useless and people experience
misfortunes. My work in restoring discarded objects symbolizes the possibility of our being
uplifted and made whole again.
I discovered an old 1927 car wasting away in the woods and looked forward to
beginning work on what was to become Time Waits. This was a lucky find and the excitement at
the time stayed with me from my decision to begin work, throughout the creative process, and
until the product was finished. On the other hand, I chose a rickety old barn door as my building
block for Still Standing. It’s sad, battered appearance better fitted my mood as I began work on
this piece.
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The weathered materials I use in my work are left as unchanged as possible in order to
preserve the integrity of the pieces. Rusty nails left in the construction beam that makes up
Family Tree, a door handle and hinges on Time Waits, dents in Ol’ Granddad, and other scars
and imperfections reflect past histories and add visual interest. I feel the worn materials I choose
for my projects best express the message of my work: that inherent in man’s physical and
emotional make-up is the determination and will to overcome adversity and rise above
unfortunate circumstances.
The search for suitable materials, the beginning step in my art, is as important as the work
that follows. I enjoy the visual aspect of age and distress on these finds and I consciously seek
out those objects that best conform to my underlying theme of renewal and restoration of the
human spirit.
I take satisfaction in giving an otherwise useless object a new purpose. Changing a
dilapidated old barn door, as in Still Standing, a truck tailgate, as in Workin’ Man, or an old car
hood, as in An Honest Tune into interesting works of art is both worthwhile and rewarding. If the
viewer’s interest is accompanied by curiosity, he might form his own observations about the
sculptures, such as the original purpose of the construction beam in Family Tree; the location in
which the old barn door in Still Standing was found; the ages of the car and truck parts used in
the metal uprights, An Honest Tune, Ol’ Grandad, and Workin’ Man; the benefit to the landscape
by the removal of eyesores and the use of them in an art project. I welcome having the observer
think about and question my art and, at the same time, understand how the art relates to the cycle
of renewal I have presented.
The work began with an exploration of raw materials such as sheet metal, iron, organic
matter, color from paints, and other traditional materials. Each metal component was cleaned
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then torched with a weed burner to aid in restoration of its original distressed and aged finish.
Each was then attached to its wood base by mig welding threaded rods to the upper portions
which were inserted into holes drilled into the bases. Nuts and washers were used on the
connections for strength and stability. Coats of paste wax on the metal uppers and polyurethane
on the wood bases were applied to complete the sculptures.
A wooden beam, found in three broken sections of different lengths, became the family
grouping. What was once a strong, solid beam deteriorated over time into its separate pieces.
These were picked up, converted, and re-united as one in a family of three. An old metal truck
hood was left as found, with its faded paint and scratches, to symbolize an aging, but still strong
working man. Railroad crosstie and metal circle combinations suggest strength and resilience
and display the contrast of negative space with solid mass. Negative space is also present in the
naturally formed water-sculpted holes in the wood upper portion of Traveling Man. Charring
materials by means of a welding torch helps in restoring the desired distressed appearance and in
bringing back the original aged finish of raw material after the cleaning process.
Damaged, scarred, rusted, and deteriorating materials illustrate sadness and misfortune
while occasional traces of color on an otherwise drab backdrop can suggest vitality or bright
expectation.
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND
I completed my undergraduate degree in sculpture with a minor in photography at Delta
State University in Cleveland, Mississippi. I had always been interested in collecting driftwood
and other treasures from the farm, woods, and riverbank. The landscape of the Mississippi Delta
provided a vast source of raw materials for sculptural projects. My decision to study sculpture
seemed a natural choice. It was later, at Ole Miss, that I was introduced to making metal
sculpture.
Throughout my career’s progression I have admired the works of Anselm Kiefer, Henry
Moore, and Alberto Giacometti. Giacometti’s elongated sculpture is a reflection of the emotional
response or sensation he felt when looking at his subject. He had a unique vision of reality and
said of his own work that he sculpted not the human form, but the shadow it cast. His surrealistic
view of his model moved him to continually carve his work to such a thin state as to sometimes
destroy it (Barrett 8). Although I did not use a sitting model and my view of reality differs from
that of Giacometti, I fully appreciate his tall, thin sculptures as representations of the human
form and incorporated these elongated lines into several works such Traveling Man, Family
Tree, and Space Wrangler.
Much of Moore’s sculpture is characterized by its massive size and the inclusion of
pierced or hollow areas. Moore considered the void space of a hole as meaningful as solid mass
and rather than use closed form shapes he opened up shapes and combined them (Stewart 197). I
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created negative open spaces in Action Man and Space Wrangler by using circular metal tractor
rims. The man-made holes in the grader blade of Action Man were present when the blade was
found, as were the natural holes in Traveling Man.
Kiefer’s themes of German history, the destruction of German culture during Nazi rule,
the horror of the Holocaust, and the trauma experienced by entire societies are present
throughout much of his work, along with themes of renewal and rebirth. However, most
interesting and influential for me, is the use in his paintings of raw materials from nature: straw,
dried flower and plant parts, ash, and clay. Kiefer was aware that these materials were fragile and
would not last. I look at his choice of these materials as his symbolizing the instability, decline,
and potential destruction of societies and civilizations, much as my sculpture symbolizes the
breaking down of the human form (Arrasse 4). In order to achieve the ancient and earthy feel that
I admire in Kiefer’s work, I deliberately created a charred, ashen finish on my metal sculptures,
as on Working Man, An Honest Tune, and Old Granddad. I was careful to leave the naturally
growing moss on the timbers in Family Tree. Other original attachments, such as rusty nails and
bolts, were also left as found on various building blocks.
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CHAPTER III
THEN AND NOW
Working with recycled materials has been gratifying. I feel as if I am picking up pieces of
history and saving them for the future. Transforming a salvaged bit of raw material into a
visually interesting project is a rewarding use of the skills I have learned in my study of
sculpture. Many of the raw materials I use have been found on Delta farmlands or on the
Mississippi River’s sandbars. These finds always trigger some memory of my growing up there.
I try to incorporate into my work these memories, along with my feelings and emotions that I
experience from day to day, and those little pieces of history in my mind’s eye that would
otherwise be forgotten or lost in time.
A piece of driftwood used in a project brings back memories of swimming off the river
sandbars or camping on their banks. A discarded tractor part or old car door found in the woods
reminds me of time spent hunting and fishing as a boy, or working on my grandfather’s farm
during summer breaks. A cast-off railway tie brings to mind trains of the past when this method
of transportation was more commonplace than the automobile. A bonus, for me at least, in using
these found materials in my work is the feeling that I am preserving memories of my past in a
real and tangible way.
This concept of a cycle of renewal possibly stems from my experiences growing up in the
Mississippi Delta. There, as the earth is replenished each year, new crops mature to fruition, are
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harvested, and plowed under to enrich the soil for another year, the cycle of nature is unstoppable
and speaks to the cycle I reference in my work.
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CHAPTER IV
PROCESS
For the purpose of simplicity I have grouped this body of work into three categories:
metal uprights, wood uprights, and automotive structures.
The metal uprights consist of Action Man, Space Wrangler, and Weight of the World. For
Action Man I used an old grader blade, cut with a plasma cutter, smoothed with an angle grinder,
and welded on either side of a tractor tire rim. The two remaining sculptures were created from
found metal objects, original function unknown. Leaving these materials in the state in which
they were found was important in achieving the desired visual effect.
The wood upright group includes, Traveling Man, Still Standing, and Family Tree. This
group utilizes a driftwood construction beam, old barn door, and 4” x 4” beam. Metal rods were
welded to the metal bases using a mig wire welder. Holes were then drilled deeply into the
bottom of the wood upper portions to accept the metal rods. The barn door in Still Standing
required 15 holes drilled to a depth of 18 inches for sufficient stability due to its fragile, porous
composition. The wood uppers (with the exception of the barn door that was treated with paste
wax) were finished with a coat of polyurethane and the metal bases were torched and coated with
paste wax. The metal bases were fabricated from ¼” steel plate or other metal components sized
appropriately for the wood upper portions. In the case of Still Standing, a discarded I beam
became its base.
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In the last group of automotive structures I utilized a 1927 Model A Ford door, a 1930’s
car hood, an old Chevrolet pickup tailgate and two old Ford pickup truck hoods. Ol’ Granddad
was created from the two truck hoods, one of which has been left with its faded aqua paint intact.
The hoods are not mechanically attached but are displayed as one. As on any metal surface that
was welded and then required the use of the grinder to smooth the welded area, I applied ferric
oxide to re-rust the shine of newly exposed metal. This process quickly restores the weathered
look and was used on every sculpture’s metal portions with areas that needed to be re-aged.
Time Waits, Workin’ Man, and An Honest Tune complete this group. Time Waits was
created from the Model A Ford door and is displayed in an upside-down position. Workin’ Man
features an old Chevy pickup tailgate, also with its original blue paint preserved, and An Honest
Tune was created from a 1930’s car hood.
All metal pieces in this group were cleaned, welded with a mig welder to threaded rods,
smoothed with an angle grinder and treated with ferric oxide where necessary, torched with a
weed burner, and finished with a coat of paste wax. All were attached to their wood bases by
insertion of the threaded rods into holes drilled to the appropriate depths in the wood bases. The
bases are weathered railroad crossties or other heavy blocks of aged wood and were all coated
with polyurethane as the final step in the process.
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CHAPTER VI
FIGURES

SCULPTURE
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Figure 1
Action Man
95” x 28” x 8”
Grader Blade, Steel Ring, and Wood

Movement and action are portrayed in this sculpture by angling its body to one side, then
reversing it back in the opposite direction. The circle serves as a hinge, allowing movement;
negative space of the circle and steel beam offers a safety valve through which harmful
influences can pass, rather than colliding with and damaging the figure. Action Man suggests the
resiliency to bend but not break and the ability to suffer a blow but remain standing.
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Action Man
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Figure 2
Space Wrangler
86” x 22” x 16”
Tractor Rim, Steel Fork, and Wood

This work is an exercise in duality. The circle portion of the figure represents man's
earliest tool, the wheel. At the same time, it can be viewed as the planet or an astronaut's space
helmet. The rigidity of the body denotes an early battering ram device as well as the steely
determined figure of a modern day space hero. The boldness and strength of the work
suggest man's instinct to survive and his astonishing achievements over the ages. From the
ancient wheel to the space age, Space Wrangler has a foot in each world.
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Space Wrangler
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Figure 3
Traveling Man
96” x 11” x 9”
Crosstie (Driftwood) and Steel

This piece was so named because, when found, it had literally traveled down the
Mississippi River, perhaps for hundreds of miles. It had been beaten and battered into its present
form by river currents and the weather. I look at it as symbolic of man's journey through life,
overcoming obstacles along the way, yet surviving. The open spaces in the figure might be
perceived as a person's injuries or insults sustained earlier in life, whereas they are real and
actual damages on the structure itself, due to its rough journey downriver and its long exposure
to the elements. However, these gouges have been smoothed and softened, just as most
misfortunes of people are made better by time and the support of others. In any case, Traveling
Man has been rescued, cleaned up, polished, and displayed as a proud survivor of his long,
difficult journey.
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Traveling Man
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Traveling Man
Back
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Figure 4
Still Standing
91” x 41” x 4”
Barn Door and I Beam

This old barn door once played a useful role on a Delta farm. It kept animals, crops, and
equipment safely inside and unwanted elements out. Over time it fell into disuse and deteriorated
into a broken, fragile thing. I relate this transition to the inescapable process of aging. We care
for our aged loved ones when they are no longer able to care for themselves and provide them
with a life of dignity. I reference this caring attitude in Still Standing. Lifting up the shaky old
door and giving it a strong support system, in the form of the steel I beam, are my attempts at an
expression of hope, help, and renewal.
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Still Standing
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Figure 5

Family Tree
110” x 31” x 19”
Wooden Beam and Steel

The three sections are displayed as family members: Father, the tallest; Mother, the
middle-sized one; and Child, the smallest. Originally one long piece, the timber had deteriorated
into broken pieces. The grouping references a cycle of hope, in that what was once broken has
been restored to a single unit (the family.) As a note of interest, all three pieces were found lying
separately, but close to each other, as if they had been waiting for years, huddled together, for
some helping hand to come along and re-unite them. Original nails left in the structures
symbolize a means of attachment of the family members to each other, just as they once attached
one beam to another in an earlier existence. That the beam could survive for so long may be seen
as a testament to the strength of the family bond.
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Family Tree
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Figure 6
Ol’ Granddad
55” x 69” x 30”
Ford Truck Hoods and Crosstie

This work depicts the aging patriarch who has reigned over and protected his family
through the years, just as the truck hoods have covered and protected the vehicles' most
important components, the engines. Ol' Granddad’s strength and resilience are represented by
the hoods' durable metal make-up and bulky size. Patches, dents, and varied coloration suggest
his many years and life's experiences. Though he is aging, he remains an energetic and vital man,
as suggested by the areas of bright aqua paint, capable of many more years of looking after his
clan. Throughout his life he has, probably many times, played a role in restoring the emotional or
physical well-being of those he loves.
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Ol’ Granddad
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Ol’ Granddad
Back
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Figure 7
Time Waits
59” x 36” x 6”
1927 Model A Ford Door and Wood

It is said that time waits for no man (St. Marher). Time Waits disagrees with this old
saying, suggesting that time occasionally does indeed seem to wait. The old Model A Ford had
patiently survived in the woods for decades, in defiance of time and the elements, as if it had
asked time to, at least, slow down. The upside-down positioning of the door represents a chaotic
situation in which the apple cart of life has been turned upside-down and troubles are heaped
upon us. Negative space, as in the open window, suggests a way out, an opening through
which one can escape his predicament and be restored to his former comfort.
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Time Waits
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Time Waits
Back
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Figure 8

Workin’ Man
73” x 24” x 4”
Chevy Tailgate and Wood

Workin’ Man alludes to the farm laborer and his work ethic that are so much a part of life
in the Mississippi Delta. The height and rugged composition of the figure denote his physical
strength and stamina. His blue color suggests his masculinity. Scratches, scars, and abrasions on
the structure's finish depict the worker's weathered skin and rough, calloused hands, which he
has used and abused over many years of manual labor. His labors, and others', have been the
force keeping the farm running and productive, thereby providing his and others' families a
comfortable living. This figure is one interpretation of help and support I reference in my work.
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Workin’ Man
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Workin’ Man
Back
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Figure 9

An Honest Tune
65” x 56” x 17”
Car Hood (Circa 1930’s) and Wood
An Honest Tune represents an unpretentious, unsophisticated woman who has been
somewhat worn down from the toils of her life, as depicted by her leaning position on the base.
She has been wife, mother, homemaker, and sometimes, farmhand. Though she has lost her
youth and beauty, as suggested by the dulled, worn finish of the once shiny car, she has no
regrets and is content with her station in life. Her rewards, rather than material possessions, have
been the love and respect of her family and friends. And though in others' eyes she has always
been a pillar of strength, she simply considers herself an unassuming, honest, everyday woman.
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An Honest Tune
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An Honest Tune
Back
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Figure 10

Weight of the World
86” x 34” x 15”
Construction Steel and Wood

Unfortunately, at times we have all suffered through low periods in our lives in which it
seemed as if trouble, after trouble, after troubles were just stacked on top of us, one after the
other. At times, our situations seem to be defined by futility. Weight of the World suggests such a
plight by its many horizontal layers. At the same time we see the possibility of forthcoming aid
and support in its up-reaching arms, asking for and receiving a helping hand.
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Weight of the World
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Weight of the World
Back
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION
I have tried to present here a body of work that suggests man’s ability to overcome
hardship and to return to a state of well-being. This process of restoration is an integral part of
the inescapable cycle of all things: nature, the arts, life itself. Using organic materials, many of
which were picked up in the outdoors, was an important aspect of this project. My respect for all
things natural led me to seek out these materials, in preference to others, as a fitting medium for
my work. The use of discarded materials to create these sculptures enabled me to convey
dejected moods, glimpses of hope, and connections to community.
In some works I chose to use the element of contrast, as in combining the strength of
metal with the weakness of deteriorating wood, or the combination of the straight line with the
circle. This use of contrast seems to complement the concept of the cycle and our ability to
overcome adversity. The strength of a metal base supporting a rickety old door, for instance,
gives the door stability and new life and completes the cycle.
This cycle I have attempted to embody is, in itself, a study in contrast. Changes from new
to old, desirable to discarded, and serviceable to useless occur naturally. The contrast is obvious.
With the production of art from otherwise unwanted materials, the cycle is reversed.
Trash becomes art when the artist can appreciate his raw material for the worth it once
held and can use it to express his thoughts, feelings, and ideas. His creations might symbolize a
movement, a school of thought, or a way of life, among many other things. The materials I have
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gathered, mostly from the Mississippi Delta, are reflective of my upbringing on a Delta farm and
my family of Delta farmers.
At times, something as simple as placement of figures in a particular way can be
symbolic. In my exhibition the taller of the two sculptures, Space Wrangler, placed beside Action
Man, the shorter of the two pieces, could be seen as the instructor and the student. This
symbolism could be applied to my own situation as I complete my graduate courses and begin to
explore the future in search of teaching opportunities.
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Born April 27, 1984 in Monroe, Louisiana, Michael Presley Satterfield grew up on a farm
in the Mississippi Delta and later spent time in Ouray, Colorado in the Southwest part of the San
Juan Mountain Range in the Colorado Rockies. Exposure to these two vastly different types of
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wood, and other organic matter. Utilizing these materials and turning them into objects of art has
become his primary focus. He is currently showing sculptures at Shaviq Gallery in Rapid City,
South Dakota, having been awarded first place in a juried national show. His works are also
exhibited in Ouray, Colorado and various sites in Mississippi.
He completed his undergraduate thesis in sculpture with a minor in photography at Delta
State University in Cleveland, Mississippi. His photography was chosen for publication in Delta
State’s Confidante and was exhibited in Wright Art Gallery on the Delta State University
campus.
As a student he worked at McCarty’s Pottery in Merigold, Mississippi and Skol Studio
and Design in Ouray, Colorado. Michael now resides in Oxford, Mississippi and will graduate
from The University of Mississippi with a Master of Fine Arts degree in sculpture in May 2012.
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